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● Perftools Landscape and Properties
● Approaches to profiling: Sampling vs. Tracing
● Performance analysis with perftools-lite

● How to recompile and run your code. Basic examples.
● In-depth analysis with perftools

● Combining Sampling and Tracing: Automatic Performance 
Analysis



MPI rank order list generator
For in-depth performance 
investigations. Includes 
everything from `lite`.

Advanced help system
For novices or convenience

Perftools Landscape
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Perftools Properties

.

● Assist the user with application performance 
analysis and optimization.
● Provides concrete suggestions instead of just reporting data.

● Work on user codes at realistic core counts with 
thousands of processes/threads
● Integrate into large codes with millions of lines of code

● Is an universal toolkit
● Basic functionality available to all compilers on the system
● Additional functionality available for the Cray compiler (loop work 

estimates, Reveal, OpenMP trace statistics)



Perftools Properties

.

● Impact on build system and execution
● Requires no source code or Makefile modification

● Automatic instrumentation at group (function) level such as mpi, io
● Requires object files and archives for instrumentation and to be compiled with the 

wrapper scripts while the perftools module was loaded.
● perftools-base alone does not affect program behavior (performance) and 

can be left loaded when not collecting performance data. Provides access to 
man pages utilities such as Reveal, Cray Apprentice2, pat_help,pat_info
and grid_order, as well as the instrumentation modules. 

● perftools/perftools-lite
● Do impact program behavior but certain level of optimization can be preserved. Use     

–craype-verbose to see implicit changes for compiler flags. 
● perftools creates a new stand-alone instrumented program while preserving the 

original binary. Change batch script accordingly. 
● perftools-lite create a single executable. No need to change the batch script.



Sampling and Event Tracing

.

Two fundamental ways of profiling:
1. Sampling

● By taking regular snapshots of the applications call stack we can 
create a statistical profile of where the application spends most time.

● Snapshots can be taken at regular intervals in time or when some 
other external event occurs, like a hardware counter overflowing

2. Event Tracing
● Alternatively we can record performance information every time a specific 

program event occurs, e.g. entering or exiting a function.
● We can get accurate information about specific areas of the code every 

time the event occurs
● Event tracing code can be added automatically or included manually 

through API calls.



Sampling
Advantages
• Only need to instrument main 

routine
• Low Overhead – depends only on 

sampling frequency
• Smaller volumes of data produced

Disadvantages
• Only statistical averages available
• Limited information from 

performance counters

Event Tracing
Advantages
• More accurate and more detailed 

information
• Data collected from every traced 

function call not statistical averages

Disadvantages
• Increased overheads as number of 

function calls increases
• Huge volumes of data generated



Other Experiments

.

● Guided Tracing: Combining Sampling and Tracing
● Trace only functions that are not small (i.e. very few lines of code) 

and contribute a lot to application’s run time.
● Automatic performance Analysis (APA) is an automated way to do 

this. (Not intended for perftools-lite)
● In a first round identify important routines with a sampling experiment 

and then do a tracing of only these important routines to reduce 
overhead.

● Loop Work Estimates
● Special flavor of event tracing targeting loops. Only for Cray 

programming environment. 



Perftools-lite

An easy-to-use version of the Perftools Performance 
Measurement and Analysis Tool
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Overview
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● perftools-lite is a simplified, easy-to-use version of the Cray 
Performance Measurement and Analysis Tool set. 
● Provides basic performance analysis information automatically, with a 

minimum of user interaction
● Yet offers information useful to users wishing to explore their program's 

behavior further, using the full perftools set.

● Instrumentation modules available after perftools-base
module is loaded (only one per time):
● perftools-lite (sampling experiments)
● perftools-lite-events (event tracing experimants)
● perftools-lite-loops (collect data for auto-parallelization / loop estimates in Reveal)
● perftools (fully adjustable, using pat_build and pat_report)
● (perftools-lite-gpu (gpu kernel and data movemenets))

● The CRAYPAT_LITE is set by the modules and could be use to 
distinct output files.



Test 1: Generate a Sampling Profile
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• Subsequent compiler invocations will automatically insert 
necessary hooks for profiling (not always up-to-date with latest 
third-party compilers)

$> module load perftools-base
$> module load perftools-lite

• Resulting executable app.exe is automatically instrumented.

$> make clean; make

• Running the instrumented binary creates a *.rpt and a *.ap2 
file.

• The report is additionally printed to stdout.

$> srun –n 8 app.exe >& job.out



Output: Sampling

Cray Inc.
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CrayPat/X: Version 6.4.1 Revision 6a6694f 06/27/16 17:24:11
Sequential version array size
mimax = 513 mjmax = 513 mkmax = 1025
Parallel version array size
mimax = 259 mjmax = 259 mkmax = 515
imax = 257 jmax = 257 kmax =513
I-decomp = 2 J-decomp = 2 K-decomp =2
Start rehearsal measurement process.
Measure the performance in 100 times.

MFLOPS: 38241.909182 time(s): 23.633639 4.157338e-04

Now, start the actual measurement process.
The loop will be excuted in 50 times
This will take about one minute.
Wait for a while

cpu : 11.851884 sec.
Loop executed for 50 times
Gosa : 4.109140e-04
MFLOPS measured : 38128.768748
Score based on Pentium III 600MHz : 460.270024

################################################
# #
# CrayPat-lite Performance Statistics #
# #
################################################

CrayPat/X: Version 6.4.1 Revision 6a6694f 06/27/16 17:24:11
Experiment: lite lite/sample_profile
Number of PEs (MPI ranks): 8
Numbers of PEs per Node: 8
Numbers of Threads per PE: 1
Number of Cores per Socket: 16
Execution start time: Mon Mar 6 14:10:34 2017
System name and speed: nid00036 2301 MHz (approx)
Intel haswell CPU Family: 6 Model: 63 Stepping: 2

Avg Process Time: 36.82 secs
High Memory: 14,927.0 MBytes 1,865.9 MBytes per PE
MFLOPS: Not supported (see observation below)
I/O Write Rate: 0.308860 MBytes/sec
Avg CPU Energy: 8,923 joules 8,923 joules per node
Avg CPU Power: 242.31 watts 242.31 watts per node

Table 1: Profile by Function Group and Function (top 4 functions shown)

Samp% | Samp | Imb. | Imb. |Group
| | Samp | Samp% | Function
| | | | PE=HIDE

100.0% | 3,670.8 | -- | -- |Total
|-------------------------------------------------
| 100.0% | 3,670.8 | -- | -- |ETC
||------------------------------------------------
|| 82.2% | 3,018.5 | 62.5 | 2.3% |jacobi
|| 12.2% | 447.8 | 5.2 | 1.3% |__cray_scopy_HSW
|| 2.3% | 84.5 | 4.5 | 5.8% |initmt
|| 2.2% | 79.0 | 48.0 | 43.2% |sendp
|| 1.1% | 38.8 | 2.2 | 6.3% |__cray_sset_HSW
|=================================================

=================== Observations and suggestions ===================

MFLOPS not available on Intel Haswell:

The document that specifies performance monitoring events for Intel
processors does not include events that could be used to compute a
count of floating point operations for Haswell processors: Intel 64
and IA-32 Architectures Software Developer's Manual, Order Number
253665-050US, February 2014.

MPI utilization:

No suggestions were made because all ranks are on one node.

========================= End Observations =========================

Table 2: File Output Stats by Filename

Write | Write | Write Rate | Writes | Bytes/ |File Name[max10]
Time | MBytes | MBytes/sec | | Call | PE=HIDE

0.001908 | 0.000589 | 0.308860 | 18.0 | 34.33 |Total
|--------------------------------------------------------------------
| 0.001908 | 0.000589 | 0.308860 | 18.0 | 34.33 |stdout
|===============================================================

Program invocation: himeno.exe

For a complete report with expanded tables and notes, run:
pat_report /lustre/scratch/x_esposia/HPCSaudi_2017/test/himeno.exe+10827-

36s.ap2

For help identifying callers of particular functions:
pat_report -O callers+src

/lustre/scratch/x_esposia/HPCSaudi_2017/test/himeno.exe+10827-36s.ap2
To see the entire call tree:
pat_report -O calltree+src

/lustre/scratch/x_esposia/HPCSaudi_2017/test/himeno.exe+10827-36s.ap2

For interactive, graphical performance analysis, run:
app2 /lustre/scratch/x_esposia/HPCSaudi_2017/test/himeno.exe+10827-36s.ap2

================ End of CrayPat-lite output ==========================

Regular program output

General job information

Sampling summary

Further analysis



Test 2: Generate an Event Profile
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• If perftools-lite module not loaded, load subsequently 
perftools-base and perftools-lite-events.

$> module sw perftools-lite perftools-lite-events

• Only relink of app.exe necessary if object files and user 
libraries have been generated with another perftools-lite*
module.

• Otherwise do a make clean; make 

$> rm app.exe; make

• Use the same execution procedure.

$> srun –n 8 app.exe >& job.out



Output: Event Tracing

Cray Inc.
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CrayPat/X: Version 6.4.1 Revision 6a6694f 06/27/16 17:24:11
Sequential version array size
mimax = 513 mjmax = 513 mkmax = 1025
Parallel version array size
mimax = 259 mjmax = 259 mkmax = 515
imax = 257 jmax = 257 kmax =513
I-decomp = 2 J-decomp = 2 K-decomp =2
Start rehearsal measurement process.
Measure the performance in 100 times.

MFLOPS: 38452.612767 time(s): 23.504137 4.157338e-04

Now, start the actual measurement process.
The loop will be excuted in 50 times
This will take about one minute.
Wait for a while

cpu : 11.744095 sec.
Loop executed for 50 times
Gosa : 4.109140e-04
MFLOPS measured : 38478.720227
Score based on Pentium III 600MHz : 464.494450

###########################################################
# #
# CrayPat-lite Performance Statistics #
# #
###########################################################

CrayPat/X: Version 6.4.1 Revision 6a6694f 06/27/16 17:24:11
Experiment: lite lite/event_profile
Number of PEs (MPI ranks): 8
Numbers of PEs per Node: 8
Numbers of Threads per PE: 1
Number of Cores per Socket: 16
Execution start time: Mon Mar 6 16:38:03 2017
System name and speed: nid00036 2301 MHz (approx)
Intel haswell CPU Family: 6 Model: 63 Stepping: 2

Avg Process Time: 36.57 secs
High Memory: 14,918.6 MBytes 1,864.8 MBytes per PE
I/O Write Rate: 0.347860 MBytes/sec

Table	1:		Profile	by	Function	Group	and	Function

Time%	|						Time	|					Imb.	|		Imb.	|			Calls |Group
|											|					Time	|	Time%	|									|	Function
|											|										|							|									|		PE=HIDE

100.0%	|	37.169472	|							-- |				-- |	2,589.2	|Total
|------------------------------------------------------------
|		96.9%	|	36.020325	|							-- |				-- |					6.0	|USER
||-----------------------------------------------------------
||		93.5%	|	34.765617	|	0.764943	|		2.5%	|					2.0	|jacobi
||			3.4%	|		1.253708	|	0.006834	|		0.6%	|					1.0	|initmt
||===========================================================
|			3.1%	|		1.135804	|							-- |				-- |	2,423.0	|MPI
||-----------------------------------------------------------
||			2.6%	|		0.950663	|	1.135159	|	62.2%	|			450.0	|MPI_Waitall
|============================================================

Table 2: File Output Stats by Filename

Write | Write | Write Rate | Writes | Bytes/ |File Name[max10]
Time | MBytes | MBytes/sec | | Call | PE=HIDE

0.001694 | 0.000589 | 0.347860 | 18.0 | 34.33 |Total
|--------------------------------------------------------------------
| 0.001694 | 0.000589 | 0.347860 | 18.0 | 34.33 |stdout
|==================================================================
Program invocation: himeno.exe

For a complete report with expanded tables and notes, run:
pat_report /lustre/scratch/x_esposia/HPCSaudi_2017/test/himeno.exe+11229-

36t.ap2

For help identifying callers of particular functions:
pat_report -O callers+src

/lustre/scratch/x_esposia/HPCSaudi_2017/test/himeno.exe+11229-36t.ap2
To see the entire call tree:
pat_report -O calltree+src

/lustre/scratch/x_esposia/HPCSaudi_2017/test/himeno.exe+11229-36t.ap2

For interactive, graphical performance analysis, run:
app2 /lustre/scratch/x_esposia/HPCSaudi_2017/test/himeno.exe+11229-36t.ap2

================ End of CrayPat-lite output ==========================

Regular program output

General job information

Event tracing summary. 
Note difference to sampling

Further analysis



Test 3: Generate a Loop Profile (CCE only)
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• If perftools-lite module not loaded, load subsequently perftools-base 
and perftools-lite-loops. Only for PrgEnv-cray.

$> module sw perftools-lite perftools-lite-loops

• Need to clean everything and rebuild. 
• Compiler drivers will use -h profile_generate implicitly. This flag 

turns off OpenMP and significant compiler loop restructuring 
optimizations except for vectorization.

$> make clean; make

• Running the instrumented binary creates a *.rpt and a *.ap2 file.
• The report is additionally printed to stdout.

$> srun –n 8 app.exe >& job.out



Output: Loop Profile

Cray Inc.
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CrayPat/X: Version 6.4.1 Revision 6a6694f 06/27/16 17:24:11
PGO data version: L.14.1:B.3.1
Sequential version array size
mimax = 513 mjmax = 513 mkmax = 1025
Parallel version array size
mimax = 259 mjmax = 259 mkmax = 515
imax = 257 jmax = 257 kmax =513
I-decomp = 2 J-decomp = 2 K-decomp =2
Start rehearsal measurement process.
Measure the performance in 100 times.

MFLOPS: 34448.127778 time(s): 26.236418 4.157541e-04

Now, start the actual measurement process.
The loop will be excuted in 50 times
This will take about one minute.
Wait for a while

cpu : 13.261153 sec.
Loop executed for 50 times
Gosa : 4.108945e-04
MFLOPS measured : 34076.806186
Score based on Pentium III 600MHz : 411.356907

############################################################
#
# CrayPat-lite Performance Statistics
# 
#
############################################################

CrayPat/X: Version 6.4.1 Revision 6a6694f 06/27/16 17:24:11
Experiment: lite lite/loop_profile
Number of PEs (MPI ranks): 8
Numbers of PEs per Node: 8
Numbers of Threads per PE: 1
Number of Cores per Socket: 16
Execution start time: Mon Mar 6 17:49:00 2017
System name and speed: nid00036 2301 MHz (approx)
Intel haswell CPU Family: 6 Model: 63 Stepping: 2

Avg Process Time: 40.82 secs
High Memory: 14,919.3 MBytes 1,864.9 MBytes per PE

Table	1:		Inclusive	and	Exclusive	Time	in	Loops	(from	-hprofile_generate)

Loop	|	Loop	Incl |						Time	|		Loop	Hit	|		Loop	|		Loop	|		Loop	|Function=/.LOOP[.]
Incl |						Time	|					(Loop |											|	Trips |	Trips |	Trips |	PE=HIDE

Time%	|											|					Adj.)	|											|			Avg |			Min	|			Max	|

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
|	97.0%	|	39.497551	|		7.219257	|									2	|		75.0	|				50	|			100	|jacobi.LOOP.1.li.236

|	67.8%	|	27.620370	|		0.003188	|							150	|	255.0	|			255	|			255	|jacobi.LOOP.2.li.240

|	67.8%	|	27.617181	|		0.230981	|				38,250	|	255.0	|			255	|			255	|jacobi.LOOP.3.li.241

|	67.2%	|	27.386201	|	27.386201	|	9,753,750	|	511.0	|			511	|			511	|jacobi.LOOP.4.li.242
|	11.4%	|		4.657924	|		0.001652	|							150	|	255.0	|			255	|			255	|jacobi.LOOP.5.li.263

|	11.4%	|		4.656272	|		0.959343	|				38,250	|	255.0	|			255	|			255	|jacobi.LOOP.6.li.264

|		9.1%	|		3.696929	|		3.696929	|	9,753,750	|	511.0	|			511	|			511	|jacobi.LOOP.7.li.265
|		2.1%	|		0.847145	|		0.000004	|									1	|	259.0	|			259	|			259	|initmt.LOOP.1.li.191

|		2.1%	|		0.847141	|		0.000605	|							259	|	259.0	|			259	|			259	|initmt.LOOP.2.li.192

|		2.1%	|		0.846535	|		0.846535	|				67,081	|	515.0	|			515	|			515	|initmt.LOOP.3.li.193

|=============================================================================

Program invocation: himeno.exe

For a complete report with expanded tables and notes, run:
pat_report /lustre/scratch/x_esposia/HPCSaudi_2017/test/himeno.exe+11333-36t.ap2

For help identifying callers of particular functions:
pat_report -O callers+src /lustre/scratch/x_esposia/HPCSaudi_2017/test/himeno.exe+11333-36t.ap2

To see the entire call tree:
pat_report -O calltree+src /lustre/scratch/x_esposia/HPCSaudi_2017/test/himeno.exe+11333-36t.ap2

For interactive, graphical performance analysis, run:
app2 /lustre/scratch/x_esposia/HPCSaudi_2017/test/himeno.exe+11333-36t.ap2

================ End of CrayPat-lite output ==========================

Regular program output

General job information

Loop Statistics by function

Subroutine

Line number

Nested Loops



Observations and Summary

Cray Inc.
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● No intervention needed for build system and batch scripts.
● Only make sure to use the compiler driver wrappers CC, cc, and ftn.

● What we did not see with these simple tests:
● perftools-lite is able to produce rank reordering files for MPI to 

optimize the communication. Not visible here because of small portion of 
time spent in communication or job size.

● The resulting *.ap2 files can be processed with pat_report, 
Apprentice2, and Reveal for further analysis. From the sample 
experiment one can retrieve hardware performance counter information.

●Tailored profiling, i.e. for specific routines, trace groups, 
or specific portions of the code is not possible. 
● Need the regular perftools module for this in-depth analysis.



Perftools

In-depth Perfromance Analysis
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Overview

Cray Inc.
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●The perftools components:

● pat_build ― instruments the program to be analyzed.
● pat_report ― generates text reports from the performance data 

captured during program execution and exports data for use in other 
programs.

● These tools together with Reveal, Apprentice2, pat_help, and pat_info
are in principle already available with perftools-base but the 
perftools module prevents one of the perftools-lite* to 
automatically instrument a binary. 

● In addition, there is the CrayPAT runtime library.
● Instrumentation and report generation has to be done manually.



Sampling with Perftools
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• No automatic instrumentation takes place like with perftools-lite*.

> module load perftools-base
> module load perftools

• This generates a new executable app.exe+pat and preserves app.exe.

> make clean; make
> pat_build app.exe

• Running the app.exe+pat creates an *.xf data file or directory.
• pat_report reads that data file or directory and prints a lot of human-

readable performance data. Also creates an *.ap2 file.
• If worthwhile, a MPI rank reordering file will be produced.
• This generates an *.apa file with suggestions (more info later during APA)

> srun –n 8 ./app.exe+pat
> pat_report –T –o myrep.trace.rpt <resulting_data_file>.xf



Event Tracing using Perftools
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• No automatic instrumentation takes place like with perftools-lite*.

> module load perftools-base
> module load perftools

• This generates a new executable app.exe+pat and preserves app.exe.
• If object files and user libraries have already been compiled with perftools enabled, 

just relink the application with rm himeno.exe; make instead.
• Traces MPI functions calls and functions defined in the program source files.

> make clean; make
> pat_build –u –g mpi app.exe

• Running the app.exe+pat creates an *.xf data file or directory.
•pat_report reads that data file or directory and prints a lot of human-readable 

performance data. Also creates an *.ap2 file.

> srun –n 8 ./app.exe+pat
> pat_report –o myrep.trace.rpt <resulting_data_file>.xf



Output: Event Tracing with perftools

Cray Inc.
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CrayPat/X: Version 6.4.1 Revision 6a6694f 06/27/16 17:24:11

Number of PEs (MPI ranks): 8
Numbers of PEs per Node: 8
Numbers of Threads per PE: 1
Number of Cores per Socket: 16
Execution start time: Tue Mar 7 21:28:21 2017
System name and speed: nid00036 2301 MHz (approx)
Intel haswell CPU Family: 6 Model: 63 Stepping: 2

....

Table 1: Profile by Function Group and Function

Time% | Time | Imb. | Imb. | Calls |Group
| | Time | Time% | | Function
| | | | | PE=HIDE

100.0% | 36.703706 | -- | -- | 3,036.0 |Total
|---------------------------------------------------------------------
| 97.2% | 35.666406 | -- | -- | 457.0 |USER
||--------------------------------------------------------------------
|| 93.8% | 34.432069 | 0.683771 | 2.2% | 2.0 |jacobi
|| 3.4% | 1.232095 | 0.012880 | 1.2% | 1.0 |initmt
|| 0.0% | 0.000941 | 0.001077 | 61.0% | 1.0 |main
|| 0.0% | 0.000486 | 0.000232 | 36.9% | 150.0 |sendp
|| 0.0% | 0.000356 | 0.000445 | 63.5% | 150.0 |sendp3
|| 0.0% | 0.000266 | 0.000024 | 9.3% | 1.0 |initcomm
|| 0.0% | 0.000172 | 0.000192 | 60.3% | 150.0 |sendp2
|| 0.0% | 0.000020 | 0.000008 | 31.8% | 1.0 |exit
|| 0.0% | 0.000002 | 0.000001 | 29.9% | 1.0 |initmaxclone_12853_1
||=========================================================
===========
| 2.8% | 1.019139 | -- | -- | 2,423.0 |MPI
||--------------------------------------------------------------------
|| 2.3% | 0.833848 | 0.688832 | 51.7% | 450.0 |MPI_Waitall
|| 0.5% | 0.169196 | 0.025124 | 14.8% | 900.0 |MPI_Isend
|| 0.0% | 0.012631 | 0.016372 | 64.5% | 900.0 |MPI_Irecv
|| 0.0% | 0.001162 | 0.000014 | 1.3% | 152.0 |MPI_Allreduce
|| 0.0% | 0.001077 | 0.000043 | 4.4% | 1.0 |MPI_Cart_create
|| 0.0% | 0.000703 | 0.000038 | 5.8% | 3.0 |MPI_Type_commit
...
||=========================================================
| 0.0% | 0.018161 | -- | -- | 156.0 |MPI_SYNC
||--------------------------------------------------------------------
|| 0.0% | 0.014154 | 0.014143 | 99.9% | 2.0 |MPI_Barrier(sync)
|| 0.0% | 0.003969 | 0.003266 | 82.3% | 152.0 |MPI_Allreduce(sync)
|| 0.0% | 0.000029 | 0.000027 | 92.5% | 1.0 |MPI_Init(sync)
|| 0.0% | 0.000009 | 0.000009 | 99.6% | 1.0 |MPI_Finalize(sync)
|=========================================================

Table 2: Load Balance with MPI Message Stats (limited entries shown)

Time% | Time | MPI | MPI Msg Bytes | Avg MPI |Group
| | Msg | | Msg Size | PE=[mmm]
| | Count | | |

100.0% | 36.703700 | 602.0 | 197,839,216.0 | 328,636.57 |Total
|------------------------------------------------------------------
| 97.2% | 35.666406 | 0.0 | 0.0 | -- |USER
||-----------------------------------------------------------------
|| 99.1% | 36.361896 | 0.0 | 0.0 | -- |pe.3
|| 96.9% | 35.581600 | 0.0 | 0.0 | -- |pe.7
|| 95.3% | 34.961048 | 0.0 | 0.0 | -- |pe.5
||=================================================================
| 2.8% | 1.019132 | 602.0 | 197,839,216.0 | 328,636.57 |MPI
||-----------------------------------------------------------------
|| 4.7% | 1.722054 | 602.0 | 197,839,216.0 | 328,636.57 |pe.5
|| 2.4% | 0.881184 | 602.0 | 197,839,216.0 | 328,636.57 |pe.1
|| 0.9% | 0.332689 | 602.0 | 197,839,216.0 | 328,636.57 |pe.3
||=================================================================
| 0.0% | 0.018161 | 0.0 | 0.0 | -- |MPI_SYNC
||-----------------------------------------------------------------
|| 0.1% | 0.029523 | 0.0 | 0.0 | -- |pe.6
|| 0.1% | 0.019500 | 0.0 | 0.0 | -- |pe.1
|| 0.0% | 0.001622 | 0.0 | 0.0 | -- |pe.0
|==================================================================

Table 3: MPI Message Stats by Caller (limited entries shown)

MPI | MPI Msg Bytes | MPI | MsgSz | 64KiB<= |Function
Msg | | Msg | <16 | MsgSz | Caller

Bytes% | | Count | Count | <1MiB | PE=[mmm]
| | | | Count |

100.0% | 197,839,216.0 | 602.0 | 152.0 | 450.0 |Total
|---------------------------------------------------------------
| 100.0% | 197,838,600.0 | 450.0 | 0.0 | 450.0 |MPI_Isend
||--------------------------------------------------------------
|| 40.0% | 79,104,600.0 | 150.0 | 0.0 | 150.0 |sendp2
3| | | | | | sendp
4| | | | | | jacobi
5| | | | | | main
||||||----------------------------------------------------------
6||||| 40.0% | 79,104,600.0 | 150.0 | 0.0 | 150.0 |pe.0
6||||| 40.0% | 79,104,600.0 | 150.0 | 0.0 | 150.0 |pe.4
6||||| 40.0% | 79,104,600.0 | 150.0 | 0.0 | 150.0 |pe.7
||||||==========================================================
|| 40.0% | 79,104,600.0 | 150.0 | 0.0 | 150.0 |sendp1
3| | | | | | jacobi
4| | | | | | main
|||||-----------------------------------------------------------
5|||| 40.0% | 79,104,600.0 | 150.0 | 0.0 | 150.0 |pe.0
5|||| 40.0% | 79,104,600.0 | 150.0 | 0.0 | 150.0 |pe.4
5|||| 40.0% | 79,104,600.0 | 150.0 | 0.0 | 150.0 |pe.7
|||||===========================================================
|| 20.0% | 39,629,400.0 | 150.0 | 0.0 | 150.0 |sendp3

General job information Load balance with MPI 
message statistics

More on MPI with 
message sizes

All user defined routines traced and shown (-T option).



Options for Tracing

.

● More information is given in the pat_build man page

● -u Create new trace intercept routines for those functions that are defined in the 
respective source file owned by the user. 

● -w Make tracing the default experiment and create new trace intercept routines for those 
functions for which no trace intercept routine already exists. If -t, -T, or the trace build 
directive are not specified, only those functions necessary to support the CrayPat runtime 
library are traced. 

● -T tracefunc Instrument program to trace the function references to tracefunc. This 
option applies to all user-defined entry points as well as to those that appear in the 
predefined function groups listed under the -g option. Use the nm or readelf command to 
determine function names to specify for tracing. If tracefunc begins with an exclamation 
point (!) character, references to tracefunc are not traced.

● -t tracefile Instrument program to trace all function references listed in tracefile.

● Only true function calls can be traced. Functions that are inlined by the 
compiler or that have local scope in a compilation unit cannot be traced.



Options for Tracing

.

● More information is given in the pat_build man page
● -g tracegroup Instrument the program to trace all function references belonging to the 

trace function group tracegroup. Only those functions actually executed by the program at 
runtime are traced. A selection of tracegroup values is:

● blas Basic Linear Algebra subprograms
● netcdf Network Common Data Form
● hdf5 HDF5 I/O library
● heap dynamic heap
● io includes stdio and sysio groups
● lapack Linear Algebra Package
● mpi MPI
● omp OpenMP API 
● sysio I/O system calls
● syscall system calls

● More information on the various tracegroup values is given in 
$CRAYPAT_ROOT/share/traces after loading the perftools
module.



Files generated during regular Profiling

.

● a.out+pat+PID-node[s|t].xf: raw data files
● Depending on the nature of the program and the environmental conditions in effect at the 

time of program execution, when executed, the instrumented executable generates one or 
more data files with the suffix .xf, where:
● a.out is the name of the original program.
● PID is the process ID assigned to the instrumented program at runtime.
● node is the physical node ID upon which the rank zero process executed.
● s|t is a one-letter code indicating the type of experiment performed, either s for sampling or t for 

tracing.
● Use the pat_report command to view or dump the .xf file or export it to another file format 

for use with other applications, i.e. *.ap2 files.
● *.ap2 files: self contained compressed performance files.

● Normally about 5 times smaller than the corresponding set of *.xf files.
● Only one *.ap2 per experiment compared to potentially multiple *.xf files.
● Contains the information needed from the application binary and can be reused, even if the 

application binary is no longer available or if it was rebuilt.
● Is independent on the version used to generate the ap2 file while the xf files are very version 

dependent.
● It is the only input format accepted by Cray Apprentice2 and Reveal.
● => Delete the xf files after you have the ap2 file.



Using pat_report

.

● Always need to run pat_report at least once to perform data 
conversion
● Combines information from xf output (optimized for writing to disk) and binary with raw 

performance data to produce ap2 file (optimized for visualization analysis)
● Instrumented binary must still exist when data is converted!
● Resulting ap2 file is the input for subsequent pat_report calls and Reveal or 

Apprentice2

● xf files and instrumented binary files can be removed once ap2 file is generated.

● Generates a text report of performance results
● Data laid out in tables
● Many options for sorting, slicing or dicing data in the tables.

> pat_report –O <table option> *.ap2
> pat_report –O help (list of available profiles)

● Volume and type of information depends upon sampling vs tracing.



Using pat_report

● The performance numbers reported are in general an average over all 
tasks (also explains non-integer values)

● Not always meaningful
● Master-slave schemes
● MPMD

● To solve this you can filter the *.ap2 file
> pat_report –sfilter_input=‘condition’ …

● The ‘condition’ should be an expression involving 'pe' such as 'pe<1024' or 'pe%2==0'.
● This option is also useful when the size of the full data file makes a report incorporating data from all PEs take too long or 

exceed the available memory
● More help:

● pat_report –h => usage
● pat_report –O –h => available report tables
● pat_report –s –h => options for content and format
● pat_report –d –h => options for data columns

.
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Time% |      Time |     Imb. |  Imb. |  Calls |Group
|           |     Time | Time% |        | Function
|           |          |       |        |  PE=HIDE

100.0% | 20.643909 |       -- |    -- | 1149.0 |Total
|----------------------------------------------------------
|  98.8% | 20.395989 |       -- |    -- |  219.0 |USER
||---------------------------------------------------------
||  91.1% | 18.797060 | 0.115535 |  0.7% |    2.0 |jacobi
||   7.7% |  1.597866 | 0.006647 |  0.5% |    1.0 |initmt
||   0.0% |  0.000402 | 0.000167 | 33.5% |   53.0 |sendp3



Loop Work Estimates using Perftools

28

• No automatic instrumentation takes place like with perftools-lite*. 
• Use the compiler flag –h profile_generate for your build (Cray Compiler only.). This 

flag turns off OpenMP and significant compiler loop restructuring optimizations except 
for vectorization.

> module load perftools-base
> module load perftools

• This generates a new executable app.exe+pat and preserves app.exe.
• Loop profiling requires a rebuild of object files and user libraries.
• Automatically traces functions defined in the program source files despite -w

> make clean; make
> pat_build –w –g mpi app.exe

• Running the app.exe+pat creates an *.xf data file or directory.
• pat_report reads that data file or directory and prints a lot of human-readable 

performance data. Also creates an *.ap2 file.

> srun –n 8 ./app.exe+pat
> pat_report –T –o myrep.trace.rpt <resulting_data_file>.xf



Automatic Profiling Analysis (1/2)

29

• No automatic instrumentation takes place like with perftools-lite*

> module load perftools-base
> module load perftools

• The APA (-O apa) is the default experiment. No option needed.
• The pat_build generates a binary instrumented for sampling (different from 

the pure sampling shown before.)

> make clean; make
> pat_build app.exe

• Running the “+pat” binary creates a data file or directory.
• Applying pat_report to the *.xf generates an *.apa file in addition to the 
*.ap2 file. 

> srun –n 8 app.exe+pat
> pat_report –o myrep.txt app+pat+*



Automatic Profiling Analysis (2/2)
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• The *.apa file contains instructions for the next step, i.e. tracing. 
Modify it according to your needs.

> vi *.apa

• Generates an instrumented binary app.exe+apa for tracing 
according to the instructions in the *.apa file.

> pat_build –O *.apa

• Running the *+apa binary creates a new data file or directory.
• Applying pat_report to the *.xf generates a new *.ap2 file. 

> srun –n 8 ./app.exe+apa
> pat_report –o myrep.txt himeno+apa+*



CrayPat/X: Version 6.4.1 Revision 6a6694f 06/27/16 17:24:11

Number of PEs (MPI ranks): 8
Numbers of PEs per Node: 8
Numbers of Threads per PE: 1
Number of Cores per Socket: 16

Execution start time: Wed Mar 8 14:24:42 2017
System name and speed: nid00036 2301 MHz (approx)
Intel haswell CPU Family: 6 Model: 63 Stepping: 2
...

Samp% | Samp | Imb. | Imb. |Group
| | Samp | Samp% | Function
| | | | PE=HIDE

100.0% | 3,685.0 | -- | -- |Total
|-------------------------------------------------
| 84.2% | 3,104.5 | -- | -- |USER
||------------------------------------------------
|| 81.9% | 3,018.1 | 57.9 | 2.2% |jacobi
|| 2.3% | 86.1 | 2.9 | 3.7% |initmt
||================================================
| 13.3% | 489.9 | -- | -- |ETC
||------------------------------------------------
|| 12.2% | 451.2 | 6.8 | 1.7% |__cray_scopy_HSW
|| 1.0% | 38.6 | 2.4 | 6.6% |__cray_sset_HSW
||================================================
| 2.5% | 90.6 | -- | -- |MPI
||------------------------------------------------
|| 1.9% | 69.6 | 46.4 | 45.7% |MPI_Waitall
|=================================================
...
Total

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CPU_CLK_THREAD_UNHALTED:THREAD_P 109,408,212,031
CPU_CLK_THREAD_UNHALTED:REF_XCLK 3,588,344,079
DTLB_LOAD_MISSES:MISS_CAUSES_A_WALK 53,188,056
PM_ENERGY:NODE 30.382 /sec 1,112 J
CPU_CLK 3.05GHz 
TLB utilization 268.83 refs/miss 0.53 avg uses
D1 cache hit,miss ratios 70.8% hits 29.2% misses
D1 cache utilization (misses) 3.43 refs/miss 0.43 avg hits
D2 cache hit,miss ratio 67.8% hits 32.2% misses
D1+D2 cache hit,miss ratio 90.6% hits 9.4% misses
D1+D2 cache utilization 10.65 refs/miss 1.33 avg hits
D2 to D1 bandwidth 6,149.405MiB/sec 236,055,684,984 bytes

Output: APA with perftools

Cray Inc.
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CrayPat/X: Version 6.4.1 Revision 6a6694f 06/27/16 17:24:11

Number of PEs (MPI ranks): 8 
Numbers of PEs per Node: 8
Numbers of Threads per PE: 1
Number of Cores per Socket: 16
...
Table 1: Profile by Function Group and Function

Time% | Time | Imb. | Imb. | Calls |Group
| | Time | Time% | | Function
| | | | | PE=HIDE

100.0% | 37.748701 | -- | -- | 2,584.0 |Total
|------------------------------------------------------------
| 95.9% | 36.184768 | -- | -- | 5.0 |USER
||-----------------------------------------------------------
|| 92.5% | 34.935081 | 1.178364 | 3.7% | 2.0 |jacobi
|| 3.3% | 1.248950 | 0.016487 | 1.5% | 1.0 |initmt
||======================================================
| 4.1% | 1.537996 | -- | -- | 2,423.0 |MPI
||-----------------------------------------------------------
|| 3.6% | 1.344349 | 1.096798 | 51.3% | 450.0 |MPI_Waitall

...
=========================================================
USER / jacobi

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Time% 92.5%
Time 34.935081 secs
Imb. Time 1.178364 secs
Imb. Time% 3.7%
Calls 0.057 /sec 2.0 calls
CPU_CLK_THREAD_UNHALTED:THREAD_P 104,712,083,433

CPU_CLK_THREAD_UNHALTED:REF_XCLK 3,465,232,627
DTLB_LOAD_MISSES:MISS_CAUSES_A_WALK 44,033,261
DTLB_STORE_MISSES:MISS_CAUSES_A_WALK 26,116,487

L1D:REPLACEMENT 6,955,645,277
L2_RQSTS:ALL_DEMAND_DATA_RD 3,675,034,522
L2_RQSTS:DEMAND_DATA_RD_HIT 1,408,925,969
MEM_UOPS_RETIRED:ALL_LOADS 22,406,881,264
CPU_CLK 3.02GHz 
TLB utilization 319.41 refs/miss 0.62 avg uses
D1 cache hit,miss ratios 69.0% hits 31.0% misses
D1 cache utilization (misses) 3.22 refs/miss 0.40 avg hits

Suggestion to collect 
Performance counters

Create the binary 
for tracing

Augment this list if 
needed, i.e. –g mpi,io

APA file

Event TracingSampling

# ----------------------------------------------------------------------
# Collect the default PERFCTR group.

-Drtenv=PAT_RT_PERFCTR=default

…

# Libraries to trace.

-g mpi

# ----------------------------------------------------------------------

# User-defined functions to trace, sorted by % of samples.
…

-w # Enable tracing of user-defined functions.
# Note: -u should NOT be specified as an additional option.

# 81.90% 3735 bytes
-T jacobi

# 2.34% 2450 bytes
-T initmt

# ----------------------------------------------------------------------

-o himeno.exe+apa # New instrumented program.
…

Add or remove 
functions as needed.



General Remarks

● Always check that the instrumenting binary has not affected the run time 
notably compared to the original executable.

● Collecting event traces on large numbers of frequently called functions, 
or setting the sampling interval very low can introduce a lot of overhead 
(check trace-text-size option to pat_build)

● Highly recommended to run on Lustre but not mandatory !
● The runtime analysis can be modified through the use of environment 

variables of the form PAT_RT_*
● Number of files used to store raw data:

● 1 file created for program with 1 – 256 processes
● √n files created for program with 257 – n processes
● Ability to customize with PAT_RT_EXPFILE_MAX

● Check the PAT_LD_OBJECT_TMPDIR variable if you cannot preserve the original build tree.
● pat_build may recognize for instance MPI in your application and trace 
MPI_Init and MPI_Finalize. Not the same as –g mpi which traces all MPI 
calls.



Summary

Cray Inc.
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● Processing the *.ap2 files from perftools-lite gives all the options of 
pat_build to reproduce the experement with regular perftools. 

Sampling Event Tracing Loop Work Estimates APA Step

perftools
-lite

Is the default 
experiment.

Available through 
perftools-lite-events

Available through 
perftools-lite-loops

N/A 1

For all: Rebuild and rerun 2
perftools Rebuild with                      

-h profile_generate
Only for Cray Compiler

Is the default 
experiment

0

pat_build … pat_build [-w|-u] [-g] pat_build –w … pat_build … 1
For all: Run app.exe+pat 2

For all: pat_report <pat>.xf 3
pat_build –O *.apa 4
Run app.exe+apa 5
pat_report
<apa>.xf

6
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Outline

.

● Hardware Performance Counters
● Reveal

● Generate the program library.
● Use the GUI.

● Apprentice2
● Profiling OpenMP
● Perftools API
● Help System



Hardware Performance Counters

● Perftools supports the use of hardware counters to collect 
hardware events
● All counters accessed through the PAPI interface.
● Predefined sets of hardware counters are specified that can be instrumented 

for performance analysis experiment.
● Number of simultaneous counters limited by hardware.

● Perftools provides information at the function call level on 
hardware features like caches, vectorization and memory 
bandwidth. Very useful feature for understanding application 
performance bottlenecks.

● HWPC collection can slow down the execution notably.
● Should be used within a tracing experiment only for a small set of functions or 

ideally through an automatic performance analysis.

. 3



Hardware Counters Collection

4

• Collection enabled via PAT_RT_PERFCTR (not set by default)
• Can be used with sampling or tracing but routine level information is only 

provided for the latter.
• (Or use –Drtenv=PAT_RT_PERFCTR=<event list> | <group> for 
pat_build. Environment variable has priority.)

• Counter events are specified in a comma-separated list. Event names and 
groups from any and all components may be mixed as needed. 

• Should not be used for perftools-lite* experiments.

> export PAT_RT_PERFCTR=<event list> | <group>
> srun –n 8 ./app.exe+pat

• We have already observed collection of hardware performance counters 
during sampling with perftools-lite and APA with perftools.

> pat_report –o myrep.hwpc.rpt <resulting_data_file>.xf



Hardware Counters Collection

● List of events or groups
● Use the papi_avail and papi_native_avail commands (papi_counters

man page) on a compute node to get single events.
● Alternatively, counter group numbers can be used in addition to or in place of 

individual event names, to specify one or more predefined performance 
counter groups. 
● For instance the groups for Haswell are given in pat_help->counters->haswell-

>groups (events shown in $CRAYPAT_ROOT/share/counters/) and more 
information given in the hwpc man page

● Aries network performance counters are found in the nwpc(5) man page.
● Intel Running Average Power Limit and Cray Power Management in 

rapl(5), and info on Performance API (PAPI) in intro_papi(5).
● Already observed collection of hardware performance counters 

during sampling with perftools-lite and APA with perftools.

. 5



0:	D1	with	instruction	counts

1:	Summary	-- cache	and	TLB	metrics

2:	D1,	D2,	L3	Metrics

6:	Micro-op queue stalls

7:	Back	end	stalls

8:	Instructions and branches

9:	Instruction cache

10:	Cache	Hierarchy

11:	Floating	point operations (unsupported)

12:	AVX	floating point operations (unsupported)

13:	SSE	and AVX	floating point operations SP	(unsupported)

14:	SSE	and AVX	floating point operations DP	(unsupported)

19:	Prefetchs

23:	Cache	metrics (same	as 1)

Haswell HW Counter Groups (pat_help)

. 6

Most useful for measuring cache 
efficiency. List of events is given in 
$CRAYPAT_ROOT/share/counters



Raw counters

Example: HW counter data and derived metrics

.

derived

==============================================================================
USER / jacobi

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Time%                                                 91.0% 
Time                                              18.783816 secs
Imb. Time                                          0.131366 secs
Imb. Time%                                             0.8% 
Calls                             0.106 /sec            2.0 calls
CPU_CLK_THREAD_UNHALTED:REF_XCLK                 1874027894 
CPU_CLK_THREAD_UNHALTED:THREAD_P                52330735798 
DTLB_LOAD_MISSES:MISS_CAUSES_A_WALK                15309079 
DTLB_STORE_MISSES:MISS_CAUSES_A_WALK                9590363 
L1D:REPLACEMENT                                  2490612461 
L2_RQSTS:ALL_DEMAND_DATA_RD                      1255673984 
L2_RQSTS:DEMAND_DATA_RD_HIT                       495319777 
MEM_UOPS_RETIRED:ALL_LOADS                       7905309689 
User time (approx)               18.783 secs 46977527366 cycles  100.0% Time
CPU_CLK                           2.792GHz                  
TLB utilization                  317.49 refs/miss     0.620 avg uses
D1 cache hit,miss ratios          68.5% hits          31.5% misses
D1 cache utilization (misses)      3.17 refs/miss     0.397 avg hits
D2 cache hit,miss ratio           69.5% hits          30.5% misses
D1+D2 cache hit,miss ratio        90.4% hits           9.6% misses
D1+D2 cache utilization           10.40 refs/miss     1.300 avg hits
D2 to D1 bandwidth             4080.191MiB/sec  80363134952 bytes
Average Time per Call                              9.391908 secs
CrayPat Overhead : Time            0.0% 



● For an OpenMP port, a developer has to understand the scoping of the 
variables, i.e. whether variables are shared or private.

● Reveal is Cray’s Performance analysis and code restructuring assistant
● Source code navigation using whole program analysis (data provided by the Cray 

compilation environment.)
● Coupling with performance data collected during execution by CrayPAT. 

● Understand which high level serial loops could benefit from parallelism.
● Enhanced loop mark listing functionality.
● Reduce effort associated with adding OpenMP to MPI programs
● Produce performance portable code
● Get insight into optimizations performed by the Cray compiler
● Use to add OpenMP or as a first step to parallelize loops that will target GPUsTrack

requests to memory and evaluate the bandwidth contribution of objects within a program

8

Reveal



When to Move to a Hybrid Model

● When code is network bound
● Increased MPI collective and point-to-point wait times

● When MPI starts leveling off
● Too much memory used, even if on-node shared communication is available

● As the number of MPI ranks increases, more off-node communication can result, creating a 
network injection issue

● When contention of shared resources increases

February 2017 Cray Inc. Proprietary © 2017
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Input to Reveal: Program Library

10

• Makes the default version of CrayPAT available

> module load perftools

• Recompile only sources to generate program library my_program.pl
• The program library is most useful when generated from fully optimized code.
• Use absolute paths to specify the program library if necessary.

> ftn -O3 -hpl=my_program.pl -c my_program_file1.f90
> ftn -O3 -hpl=my_program.pl -c my_program_file2.f90

• After the collection of performance data in a separate experiment and generation of a program 
libary you can launch Reveal.

> reveal my_program.pl my_program.ap2 &

● The *.ap2 is from a loop work estimate of my_program
● You can omit the *.ap2 and inspect only compiler feedback.
● Note that the profile_generate option disables OpenMP and significant compiler loop 

restructuring optimizations except for vectorization, which is why Cray recommends 
generating this data separately from generating the program library. 



View Source and Optimization Information
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Access Cray Compiler Message Information

Integrated 
message 

‘explain support’

Double click on 
optimization message 

for more detailed 
information 12



Scope Selected Loop(s)

13

• Trigger dependence 
analysis 

• scope loops above 
given threshold



Review Scoping Results

Parallelization 
inhibitor messages 

are provided to 
assist user with 

analysis

Loops with scoping 
information are 

flagged.  Red needs 
user assistance

14



Review Scoping Results (continued)

Reveal identifies 
shared reductions 

down the call chain

Reveal identifies 
calls that prevent 

parallelization

15



Review Scoping Results (continued)

16



! Directive inserted by Cray Reveal.  May be incomplete.
!$OMP  parallel do default(none)                                         &
!$OMP&   unresolved (dvol,dx,dx0,e,f,flat,p,para,q,r,radius,svel,u,v,w,  &
!$OMP&            xa,xa0)                                                &
!$OMP&   private (i,j,k,m,n,$$_n,delp2,delp1,shock,temp2,old_flat,       &
!$OMP&            onemfl,hdt,sinxf0,gamfac1,gamfac2,dtheta,deltx,fractn, &
!$OMP&            ekin)                                                  &
!$OMP&   shared  (gamm,isy,js,ks,mypey,ndim,ngeomy,nlefty,npey,nrighty, &
!$OMP&            recv1,send2,zdy,zxc,zya)
do k = 1, ks
do i = 1, isy

radius = zxc(i+mypey*isy)

! Put state variables into 1D arrays, padding with 6 ghost zones
do m = 1, npey
do j = 1, js
n = j + js*(m-1) + 6
r(n) = recv1(1,k,j,i,m)
p(n) = recv1(2,k,j,i,m)
u(n) = recv1(4,k,j,i,m)
v(n) = recv1(5,k,j,i,m)
w(n) = recv1(3,k,j,i,m)
f(n) = recv1(6,k,j,i,m)

enddo
enddo

do j = 1, jmax
n = j + 6

Generate OpenMP Directives

Reveal generates OpenMP
directive with illegal clause 
marking variables that need 

addressing  

17



Validate User Inserted Directives 

User inserted directive 
with mis-scoped 

variable ‘n’ 

18



Look For Vectorization Opportunities

Choose “Compiler 
Messages” view to 
access message 

filtering, then select 
desired type of 

message 

Choose “Compiler 
Messages” view to 
access message 

filtering, then select 
desired type of 

message 

19



Reveal Auto-Parallelization

● Build an experimental binary that includes automatic runtime-assisted parallelization

● No source code changes required to see if high level loops that contain calls can be 
automatically parallelized

● Result includes parallelization of serial loops via traditional OpenMP as well as more 
extensive loop optimizations

● User Workflow:
1. Obtain loop work estimates using CCE and perftools-lite-

loops
2. Use Reveal and CCE’s program library to parallelize loops 

and create experimental binary
3. Run experimental binary and compare performance against 

baseline
4. If auto-parallelization is successful, use Reveal to insert 

parallel directives into source

• Trigger dependence 
analysis 

• scope loops above 
given threshold

• create new binary

20



Reveal Analysis Feedback

21



Reveal Recap
● Minimal user time investment includes time to set up and run optimization 

experiment
● Collect loop work estimates
● Build program library
● Click button in Reveal
● Run experimental binary and compare against original program

● Auto-parallelization (lightening bolt): Even if experiment does not yield a 
performance improvement, Reveal will provide insight into parallelization 
issues

● Target: when a pure MPI solution does not scale

● Use on X86 hardware (AMD Interlagos, Intel Broadwell, etc.)

22



OpenMP data collection and reporting
● For programs that use the OpenMP

● CrayPat can measure the overhead incurred by entering and leaving parallel regions and 
work-sharing constructs within parallel regions

● Show per-thread timings and other data.
● Calculate the load balance across threads for such constructs.

● For programs that use both MPI and OpenMP
● Profiles by default show the load balance over PEs of the average time in the threads for 

each PE
● But you can also see load balances for each programming model separately. 

● Options for pat_report
● profile_pe.th

● Imbalance based on the set of all threads in the program
● profile_pe_th (default view)

● Highlights imbalance across MPI ranks
● Uses max for thread aggregation to avoid showing under-performers
● Aggregated thread data merged into MPI rank data

● profile_th_pe
● For each thread, show imbalance over  MPI ranks
● Example: Load imbalance shown where thread 4 in each MPI rank didn’t get much work

23



OpenMP data collection and reporting

Table 2:  Load Imbalance by Thread

Max. |     Imb. |  Imb. |Thread
Time |     Time | Time% | PE=HIDE

2.452470 | 0.316486 | 17.2% |Total
|-------------------------------------
| 2.453287 | 0.000817 |  0.0% |thread.0
| 2.078727 | 0.036293 |  2.3% |thread.2
| 2.074969 | 0.048712 |  3.1% |thread.1
| 2.066243 | 0.043468 |  2.8% |thread.3
|=====================================

Work sharing construct

Overhead

Region

● OpenMP support enabled by default with CCE.
● OpenMP tracing calls inserted by default when perftools is loaded. 

Table 1:  Profile by Function Group and Function

Time% |     Time |     Imb. |  Imb. |  Calls |Group
|          |     Time | Time% |        | Function
|          |          |       |        |  PE=HIDE
|          |          |       |        |   Thread=HIDE

100.0% | 2.452453 |       -- |    -- | 1426.8 |Total
|-------------------------------------------------------------------------
|  96.9% | 2.377154 |       -- |    -- |  309.8 |USER
||------------------------------------------------------------------------
||  82.1% | 2.013394 | 0.027282 |  1.8% |  100.0 |work.LOOP@li.533
||  10.6% | 0.259470 | 0.000282 |  0.1% |    1.0 |exit
||   2.4% | 0.057711 | 0.000562 |  1.3% |    1.0 |initializeMatrix
||   1.0% | 0.024130 | 0.000313 |  1.7% |    1.0 |setPEsParams.SINGLE@li.355
||========================================================================
|   1.6% | 0.039963 |       -- |    -- |  909.0 |MPI
||------------------------------------------------------------------------
||   1.6% | 0.039247 | 0.079519 | 89.3% |  301.5 |MPI_Wait
||========================================================================
|   1.2% | 0.029108 |       -- |    -- |  101.0 |OMP
||------------------------------------------------------------------------
||   1.2% | 0.029058 | 0.012000 | 39.0% |  100.0 |work.REGION@li.492(ovhd)
|=========================================================================



Perftools API
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API for adding User Instrumentation
● The Perftools API calls enable you to insert functions into your 

source code that write special tracing records into the 
experiment data file at runtime. Useful for large routines
● API calls are supported in both Fortran and C. After the perftools module is 

loaded, the include files that define the Perftools API can be found in the 
$CRAYPAT_ROOT/include directory and consist of the C header file, pat_api.h, 
and the Fortran and Fortran 77 header files, pat_apif.h and pat_apif77.h, 
respectively.

● int PAT_region_begin (int id, char *label)
● id is a unique identifier for the region,
● Label is the description that will appear in profiling output.

● int PAT_region_end (int id) 
● id must match begin call.

● Fortran equivalents, are subroutines with extra final integer argument for return 
value similar to MPI.

● Data collection through API can be controlled with PAT_RT_TRACE_API



API for adding User Instrumentation
● More information is given in the pat_build man page in the 

section APPLICATION PROGRAM INTERFACE. 
● For further examples of Pertools API calls in source code, see the topic "API" 

in the pat_help system.
● When one of the perftools instrumentation modules is loaded, it 

defines a compiler macro called CRAYPAT which can be used to 
wrap headers and API calls.

● HWPC are collected for individual regions.
● The API works for sampling, tracing, and loop profiling as well as 

with the perftools-lite* modules.  

#ifdef CRAYPAT
call PAT_region_begin ( 1, "loop", istat );
#endif

#ifdef CRAYPAT
PAT_region_begin ( 1, "loop" );
#endif

C:
Fortran:



PAT Regions Example in C and Fortran

include "pat_apif.h“
...
call PAT_region_begin( 1, "step 1", istat )
! the execution of this code segment will 
! appear in CrayPAT output as “step 1”
...
call PAT_region_end( 1, istat )
...     
call PAT_region_begin( 2, "step 2", istat )
! the execution of this code segment will
! appear in CrayPAT output as “step 2”
...
call PAT_region_end( 2, istat )
...

Fortran:
#include "pat_api.h“
...
PAT_region_begin( 1, "step 1");
// the execution of this code segment will 
// appear in CrayPAT output as “step 1”
...
PAT_region_end( 1);
...     
PAT_region_begin( 2, "step 2”);
// the execution of this code segment will
// appear in CrayPAT output as “step 2”
...
PAT_region_end( 2);
...

C:

The #ifdef CRAYPAT is not mandatory but helps code handling.



Time%	|						Time	|					Imb.	|		Imb.	|			Calls |Group
|											|					Time	|	Time%	|									|	Function
|											|										|							|									|		PE=HIDE							

100.0%	|	45.429778	|							-- |				-- |	3,336.0	|Total
|---------------------------------------------------------------------
|		82.6%	|	37.513233	|							-- |				-- |			757.0	|USER
||--------------------------------------------------------------------
||		69.9%	|	31.777804	|	7.855317	|	22.7%	|			150.0	|#1.jacobi_part1
||			9.9%	|		4.480465	|	0.484320	|	11.1%	|			150.0	|#2.jacobi_part2
||			2.8%	|		1.252451	|	0.066733	|		5.8%	|					1.0	|initmt
||			0.0%	|		0.001015	|	0.002053	|	76.5%	|					1.0	|main
||			0.0%	|		0.000479	|	0.000493	|	58.0%	|			150.0	|sendp
||			0.0%	|		0.000298	|	0.000075	|	22.9%	|					2.0	|jacobi
||			0.0%	|		0.000297	|	0.000026	|		9.2%	|					1.0	|initcomm
||			0.0%	|		0.000271	|	0.000211	|	50.0%	|			150.0	|sendp3
||			0.0%	|		0.000132	|	0.000255	|	75.2%	|			150.0	|sendp2
||			0.0%	|		0.000019	|	0.000000	|		2.8%	|					1.0	|exit
||			0.0%	|		0.000002	|	0.000005	|	82.0%	|					1.0	|initmaxclone_29964_1
||====================================================================
|		17.3%	|		7.843884	|							-- |				-- |	2,423.0	|MPI
||--------------------------------------------------------------------
||		16.8%	|		7.652373	|	2.858017	|	31.1%	|			450.0	|MPI_Waitall
||			0.4%	|		0.170341	|	0.033417	|	18.7%	|			900.0	|MPI_Isend
||			0.0%	|		0.016676	|	0.018946	|	60.8%	|			900.0	|MPI_Irecv
||			0.0%	|		0.001239	|	0.000039	|		3.4%	|					1.0	|MPI_Cart_create
||			0.0%	|		0.001214	|	0.000015	|		1.4%	|			152.0	|MPI_Allreduce
||			0.0%	|		0.000933	|	0.000022	|		2.6%	|					3.0	|MPI_Type_commit
||			0.0%	|		0.000644	|	0.000031	|		5.2%	|					3.0	|MPI_Cart_shift
||			0.0%	|		0.000459	|	0.000027	|		6.5%	|					3.0	|MPI_Type_vector
||			0.0%	|		0.000004	|	0.000002	|	34.5%	|					2.0	|MPI_Barrier

Event Tracing w/ and w/o Perftools API (C)
Time%	|						Time	|					Imb.	|		Imb.	|			Calls |Group

|											|					Time	|	Time%	|									|	Function
|											|										|							|									|		PE=HIDE						

100.0%	|	45.649773	|							-- |				-- |	3,036.0	|Total
|---------------------------------------------------------------------
|		83.4%	|	38.065287	|							-- |				-- |			457.0	|USER
||--------------------------------------------------------------------
||		80.6%	|	36.771025	|	7.132552	|	18.6%	|					2.0	|jacobi
||			2.8%	|		1.291914	|	0.077825	|		6.5%	|					1.0	|initmt
||			0.0%	|		0.001031	|	0.000933	|	54.3%	|					1.0	|main
||			0.0%	|		0.000520	|	0.000342	|	45.3%	|			150.0	|sendp
||			0.0%	|		0.000337	|	0.000028	|		8.7%	|					1.0	|initcomm
||			0.0%	|		0.000320	|	0.000264	|	51.6%	|			150.0	|sendp3
||			0.0%	|		0.000121	|	0.000322	|	83.1%	|			150.0	|sendp2
||			0.0%	|		0.000017	|	0.000001	|		3.9%	|					1.0	|exit
||			0.0%	|		0.000001	|	0.000001	|	35.1%	|					1.0	|initmaxclone_30864_1
||====================================================================
|		16.4%	|		7.500291	|							-- |				-- |	2,423.0	|MPI
||--------------------------------------------------------------------
||		16.0%	|		7.298155	|	4.192142	|	41.7%	|			450.0	|MPI_Waitall
||			0.4%	|		0.183874	|	0.048775	|	24.0%	|			900.0	|MPI_Isend
||			0.0%	|		0.014285	|	0.020122	|	66.8%	|			900.0	|MPI_Irecv
||			0.0%	|		0.001146	|	0.000013	|		1.3%	|					1.0	|MPI_Cart_create
||			0.0%	|		0.001003	|	0.000012	|		1.4%	|			152.0	|MPI_Allreduce
||			0.0%	|		0.000756	|	0.000012	|		1.7%	|					3.0	|MPI_Type_commit
||			0.0%	|		0.000566	|	0.000009	|		1.8%	|					3.0	|MPI_Type_vector
||			0.0%	|		0.000501	|	0.000015	|		3.3%	|					3.0	|MPI_Cart_shift
||			0.0%	|		0.000005	|	0.000002	|	34.1%	|					2.0	|MPI_Barrier
||			0.0%	|		0.000000	|	0.000000	|	15.4%	|					4.0	|MPI_Wtime
||			0.0%	|		0.000000	|	0.000000	|	18.7%	|					1.0	|MPI_Cart_get

Regions



Cray Apprentice2
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● Cray Apprentice2 is a post-processing performance data visualization tool 
taking *.ap2 files as input.

● Overview given in https://www.hpc.kaust.edu.sa/using-cray-apprentice2
● Information as a function of time can produced by setting 
PAT_RT_SUMMARY=0 during profiling runs. Also check pat_help plots
● Use this variable only for small experiments because *.xf file tend to become very large.

● Main features are
● Call graph profile
● Communication statistics
● Time-line view for Communication 

and IO. 
● Activity view
● Pair-wise communication statistics
● Text reports
● Source code mapping

● Cray Apprentice2 helps identify:
● Load imbalance
● Excessive communication
● Network contention
● Excessive serialization
● I/O Problems

> module load perftools-base
> app2 my_program.ap2 &
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● pat_help - Interactive help for Perftools
● Used to access information about, and examples of, using Perftools.
● This help system can be accessed by entering pat_help on the command line.

● pat_info - Quick information query tool for .ap2 files.
● Individual components have all a dedicated man page

> pat_help counters haswell groups

• perftools-base
• perftools
• perftools-lite

• pat_build
• pat_report
• pat_help
• pat_info
• grid_order
• app2
• reveal

• papi_avail
• papi_native_avail
• papi_counters
• hwpc
• nwpc
• rapl
• intro_papi
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Sampling Event 
Tracing

Loop Work Estimates HBM APA

Reveal N/A N/A Need a program library obtained
with the –hpl=<prog>.pl
compiler option and optionally an 
*.ap2 file from a loop profiling 
experiment. Cray compiler only. 

Supported. 
Need 
similar 
procedure 
like for loop 
work 
estimates.

N/A

Hardware
performance 
counters

Can be enabled via –Drtenv=PAT_RT_PERFCTR=<event list> | 
<group> option for pat_build or the environment variable 
PAT_RT_PERFCTR. For perftools-lite* only the environment 
variable is applicable. Note that for perftools-lite some 
counters are already collected.

Is typically specified in 
the  *.apa file. Note 
that during the 
sampling phase, some 
counters are already 
collected. 

Apprentice2 Can be applied to all *.ap2 files

pat_info Can be applied to all *.ap2 files


